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In patients and families with serious diseases produced by de novo or inherited 

mutations, optimal clinical care requires characterization of the underlying genetic 

pathology. Without a precise diagnosis, affected individuals and their families do 

not know whether the problems will resolve or grow worse with time, or what 

additional problems may arise in the future. No treatment, or only limited 

symptomatic therapy, is usually available without a precise diagnosis, and the 

genetic counselling and prenatal diagnosis available to such families are usually 

very general and unsatisfactory.  

Clinical management of patients with suspected genetic disease therefore begins 

with complete description of the clinical features and a search for the precise 

genetic cause. Occasionally, specific features in a patient are characteristic of a 

particular genetic cause that accounts for almost every case. This occurs with cystic 

fibrosis, for example. In such instances, a locus-specific genetic test can be done to 

confirm the diagnosis. Much more often, however, the condition may have many 
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